AHSC in the News
Wednesday, August 10, 2011

*Note: TONIGHT AT 6 on KVOA - University Physicians Hospital is adding 33 beds to its emergency department later this month

- **Link Between Asthma in Pregnancy Premature Birth, Preeclampsia** (UA College of Pharmacy) 08/10/2011 Healthnews Digest
- **Kristi’s Kid Jazmyn gets a special job offer** (spokesperson for “Lunch Break” Parents at Diamond Children’s Center) 08/09/2011 KVOA-TV
- **UPH to open expanded ER** 08/09/2011 KVOA-TV
- **UA launches iPhone App** 08/09/2011 KOLD-TV
- **On vaccinations, some parents fear ‘wrong things** (Kacey Ernst, assistant professor of epidemiology at UA Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health) 08/07/2011 Arizona Daily Star
- **Here & Now: The Decline in Rural Healthcare** (Lynda Bergsma, UA Rural Health office) 08/03/2011 KJZZ-Phoenix
- **Rural Health Conference** (Lynda Bergsma, UA Rural Health office) 08/01/2011 Horizon-Phoenix